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Due to the phenomenal increase in the long range marketing forecast for the
products manufactured at the Garden City site ofDuPont Merck Pharmaceuticals, a
capacity problem was identified. This paper evaluates the impact of the increased forecast
and demands on the packaging operations, and also the justification of a packaging line to
support the expected capacity overload. It addresses different alternatives available to the
company to support the demand and evaluate these options based on cash flow analysis.
In addition, the study allows the general reader outside the company to understand the
methodology involved in the justification of a packaging line and the tools to evaluate such
a project. Based on the excellent financial results ofmeeting the product demand
internally versus outsourcing this demand to a contract packager, this study recommends
that management approve the funding for the project.
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INTRODUCTION
The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Company, with headquarters inWilmington,
Delaware, is a global manufacturer of oral solids and parental ethical drug products.
Manufacturing facilities for oral dosage and parental drugs are located in Garden City,
New York andManati, Puerto Rico. The company also has a Radiopharmaceutical
division.
A new drug used for the treatment ofAcquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDs) is currently in the pipeline of the company. Filing of the New Drug Application
(NDA) with the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) is expected by January 1998 and
approval by the agency is anticipated in the second quarter of 1998. Marketing and Sales
have provided a phenomenal forecast for the product and expectations of the company are
extremely high. Due to maximized capacity in theManati, P.R. site, management has
made the decision to manufacture and package the product in Garden City, New York.
The New York site is currently supporting all production of ENDO Laboratories
L.L.C., the generic subsidiary ofDuPontMerck Pharmaceuticals, and two majorMerck
products Hyzaar and Cozaar ~ drugs for the treatment of hypertension and high-blood
pressure. The site currently operates with two shifts for the packaging operation. With
the current operational mode of five packaging lines (two trade tablet/capsule bottling line,
one sample tablet line, one liquid bottling line and a Hospital Unit Dose (HUD) or blister
packaging line), the site is operating at close to 75% capacity for the packaging operation.
In addition, space formanufacturing, packaging, warehousing, and offices, etc., is a
premium on the site. The local county zoning law will not permit further site expansion,
hence any renovation or facility modifications to increase manufacturing/packaging
capacity will have to be within the current area.
With the anticipated launch of the AIDs drug in 1998 combined with the huge
demand and forecast for Hyzaar and Cozaar, the Garden City site faces a packaging
capacity and expansion issue which requires immediate attention.
This paper will study the impact on the site with the expected increase in
manufacturing and packaging production. It will address the issues of anticipated
maximization of the packaging capacity, investigate alternatives to provide for both
immediate and long range solution to the problem, and discuss options related to
expansion of the site for increase manufacturing and packaging activities.
CHAPTER 1 - ASSUMPTIONS
Due to the nature of the study, assumptions have to be made along with results
gathered from other studies to support this paper. The following is a hst of assumptions:
1) There are 400 operating minutes per shift.
2) Lines 2 and 3 have a net rate of 50 bottles perminute (BPM) and require a total of
seven operators and mechanics for each line to operate andmaintain themachinery.
3) Line 2 is dedicated to one bottle size. However, Line 2 will still require line cleaning
and changeovers for different product strengths. In addition, the reliability of the
equipment on the line, due to an average age of sixteen years, is questionable. Based on
actual studies completed over a four-week period, the line is only operating at 60%
efficiency on the first and second shifts.
4) Line 3 is not dedicated to a bottle size or product. Changeovers are muchmore
frequent, resulting inmore downtime and lower efficiency. Based on actual studies
completed over a four week period, the line is only operating at 40% efficiency on the first
and second shifts.
5) Since the site does not currently operate with a third shift, the efficiency of a third shift
on the lines has been estimated to be 66% of the actual efficiency on the first and second
shifts due to lack of support from other departments (e.g., warehousing, QA, labeling
operations, etc.), more frequent equipment breakdowns in a three shifts environment, etc.
6) It is assumed that there are 200 shifts/year with a one shift/5 days operating
environment, or amaximum of 600 shifts/year in a three shifts/5 days operating
environment. This include holidays, weekends, plant shutdowns, days for training, etc.
7) The site will operate in a three shifts/5 days environment. All calculations of capacity
will carry this assumption.
8) A yearly 4% inflation rate is used for all calculations.
9) Packaging Labor rate is taken as $18/hr with benefits, with 8 hr./shift.
10) All alternatives investigated assurries thatmanufacturing canmeet the demands
required to the year 2005. Manufacturing (granulation, compression, coating
departments) will have to supply the final dosage forms of the product.
CHAPTER 2 - CURRENT SITUATIONS
Cozaar and Hyzaar trade packages are currently packaged on packaging Line 2
with Line 3 serving as a back-up. The two products cunently have a total of four different
strengths, packaged in HDPE bottles of 30, 90 and 100 counts. The two products were
launched in 1995 with an original forecast that has increased dramatically, mainly due to
the availability of the Active Drug Substance (ADS), from the most recent forecast
provided by the customer. In addition to the unexpected huge increase in demand for
Cozaar and Hyzaar by the customers, marketing has also recently released its expected
sales forecast for the AIDs drug. Together, the three drugs have a total demand forecast
(in millions ofbottles) shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Demand 6.17 9.50 12.60 18.80 22.0 24.0 27.0 28.0 29.0
CURRENT CAPACITY CALCULATIONS
Based on the assumptions made in Chapter 1, the following is the capacity
calculation for each current packaging line:
CURRENT LINE 2 CAPACITY
1st and 2nd shifts: 50 BPM x 400 min ./shift x 2 shifts x60% = 24,000 bottles
3rd shift: 50 BPM x 400 min./shift x 1 shift x 40% = 8,000 bottles
CURRENT LINE 3 CAPACITY:
1st and 2nd shifts: 50 BPM x 400 min./shift x 2 shifts x 40% = 16,000 bottles
3rd shift: 50 BPM x 400min./shift x 1 shift y..30% = 6,000 bottles
From the above calculation, it is determined that Lines 2 and 3 combined will have
a production capacity of 54,000 bottles per day in a three-shift environment. Hence, with
the assumption that there are 200 actual working days in the Garden City site, the total
maximum capacity for Lines 2 and 3 is 10.8 million bottles/year.
COMPARISON OF CURRENT DEMAND AND CAPACITY
Since the total production capacity of Lines 2 and 3 is 54,000 bottles per day, the
number of days that will be required by the packaging operations to meet the demands, as
listed on Table 1, can be calculated by dividing demands of the respective year over the
total daily capacity of the lines. With this information, the number of shifts that will be
required to meet the total demands can also be calculated. Table 2 shows the above
calculation and summarizes the results for 600 shifts:
Table 2
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Demand 6.17 9.50 12.60 18.80 22.0 24.0 27.0 28.0 29.0
Capacity 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
Days 114 176 233 348 407 444 500 519 537
Shifts 343 528 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
Given the above details and results, it has been shown that the packaging capacity
of Garden City will be maximized in 1999. The following sections will address possible
solutions with respective pros and cons.
CHAPTER 3 - IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
In any operations management text, the four basic principles ofmanufacturing are
the fourM's - Methods, Materials, Machinery andManpower. A successful justification
of amanufacturing related project has to include these principles. The idea of 'immediate
improvement
opportunities'
relates to improvements in current processes and also the four
M's.
In a packaging ormanufacturing operation, the first step to increasing production
capacity is to study the current methods of production and implement improvements to
current operations. These improvements could be as simple as providing proper training
to packaging operators and/or mechanics to increase the speed of individual equipment, or
simply
"tweaking"
the machines to optimum operation levels. Other effective fixes may
be:
Improving packaging components that are supplied to the equipment.
For example, in the cartoning process, the dimensional tolerances of the
cartons are extremely important to the efficiency of the cartoner. In
addition to the dimensions, the types of paperboard used or the storage
conditions of the cartons may also affect the behavior of the cartoner.
Warping of cartons due to improper storage conditions is a common
factor resulting in lower equipment efficiency. All packaging
components bottles, caps, labels, cartons, inserts/outserts, shippers,
and films - have an effect on the speed of the packaging line.
Improving existing methods of production such as the packaging
operations, the morale of the operators, the delivery of components to
the packaging line, the ergonomics of the equipment and their effect on
the operators, downtime of the equipment due to the prior
manufacturing step (i.e., is the product ready to be packaged?), proper
scheduling and planning, and the maintenance program of the
packaging equipment can help in improving efficiency of the
production/packaging site.
The use of a third shift if it has not been considered. Going to a three
shift operation in any manufacturing operation is always an ideal
solution to a short term problem. However, the long term effects of
three shift operations must be studied carefully if it is not a common
practice by the company. As time progresses in a three-shift
environment, production efficiency will tend to be affected as problems
with equipment reliability (breakdown) become more prevalent. In
addition, if the third shift is not staffed appropriately to meet the
packaging and/ormanufacturing operations, then downtime increases.
For example, if there are less warehouse staff during the third shift and
components unexpectedly run out before the end of the shift, then the
packaging line efficiency will be affected due to lack of components.
Improving and/or changing existing line equipment. This option will
provide slight improvements that may be required on the packaging
lines to increase capacity and efficiency. Normally, improvements are
made to the
'bottleneck'
equipment on the line (the limiting or slowest
equipment of the line), thereby increasing the net output of the line.
In the current case, all of the above immediate improvement opportunities have
been investigated, and some have been implemented already. Packaging components have
improved with the use of better alternate suppliers, and in some cases by working with the
vendors on the problems to improve the components. In recent months, re-training on
most of the equipment in the packaging area was provided to all mechanics.
Beginning in August 1997, Line 3 will undergo a major refurbishing project in the
front end of the packaging line. This project involves the installation of a new bottle
cleaner/unscrambler, a refurbished filler, new conveyors and controls for the line. The
expected outcome of this installation is increased efficiency of the line by a net output of
30 BPM to 50 BPM. The expected completion date of this project is October 1997,
hence providing for the required capacity as forecasted for 1998. Although short-term
improvements were investigated for Line 2, the feasibility for improving the line was not
deemed to be appropriate for several reasons:
Line 2 is a dedicated line used in the packaging of all Cozaar and
Hyzaar (a major factor in the increase in demand forecast). There is
essentially no opportunity to bring the line down for any installation
work of new equipment for a lengthy period.
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The average age of the equipment on this line is approximately sixteen
years. Except for the bundler which was installed in 1993, all of the
equipment will need to be replaced. For this reason the reliability of




of Line 2 is estimated to cost approximately $1.8
million. However, this investment will not provide for the capacity that
is required to meet the expected demands due to speed limitation that
the line will face as a result of limited floor space for equipment in the
current area. A previous investigation by the Packaging Engineering
group on the improvements of Line 2 showed an increase in net output
of the line from 50 BPM to 80 BPM. The increase in line output by 30
BPM is still insufficient to meet the demands forecasted.
Having previously studied the opportunities for improvements to increase the
current capacity of the lines thoroughly, this study will address the remaining options of
Contract Packager and aNew High Speed Line Installation, appropriately called Line 6.
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CHAPTER 4 - OTHER ALTERNATIVES
CONTRACT PACKAGER
Contract packagers provide one of the most unique services to the packaging
industry. Of the approximately 330 contract packaging companies in the United States,
less than 10% are pharmaceutical contract
packagers.1
The general concept of a contract
packager is to provide the additional capacity a manufacturer would otherwise be required
to invest, including labor, material, training and documentation. Although
pharmaceutical contract packagers and regular contract packagers provide the same type
of service to the packaging industry, pharmaceutical contract packagers are considered by
the FDA as pharmaceutical packaging companies. Therefore, the same regulations which
apply to a pharmaceutical company will also apply to a contract packager, including rules
governed by the Current GoodManufacturing Practices (cGMP).
A pharmaceutical company may approach the use of a contract packager for some
of the following purposes:
Research & Development (R&D) packaging and Clinical Packaging for
Clinical Studies during the development of a new drug.
Rework or repackaging of a previous batch due to quality or
manufacturing reasons. For example, if the labeling of a product that
was already packaged by the company has to be changed due to
regulatory reasons, most companies
will send the whole batch to a
contract packager to be reworked. The operation will include
1
Jenkins & Qsbora. Packaging Drugs and Pharmaceuticals. Technomic Publishing Company, Inc., 1993, p.14.
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removing the product from the package and repackaging the product
into a new package with the new required labeling information.
Seasonal products such as cold and cough season products or allergy
products which are in high demand during certain periods in the year.
Hence, a company that faces changes in demands due to the season
may decide to use contract packagers instead of building additional
capacity to meet these cyclically-inflated demands.
Development packaging or testing of new packagingmaterials for the
products to be placed in stability studies to determine the effects of the
materials on the drug.
Providing the additional capacity to meet any increase in demand.
Similar to the same problems faced by the Garden City site, most
pharmaceutical companies have begun to use contract packagers to
avoid initial investment of in-house labor and equipment to meet the
increasing demands for their products. Normally, these are the smaller
pharmaceutical, generic, or nutritional companies thatmay not have the
initial capital expenditure to permit huge equipment and/or facility
investments. Larger pharmaceutical companies may also require the
use of contract packager for the same reasons. Although contract
packagers are usually recommended for temporary increases in
demand, this may no longer be true due to the competitive nature of the
generic pharmaceutical business.
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DIRECT LABOR COST CALCULATIONS
Continuing with the capacity calculations of the Garden City site, the cost of
in-
house labor (direct labor relating only to packaging) versus the cost of contract packaging
must be considered. Using Table 2 as the guide, the cost of direct packaging labor in-
house to meet the demands can be calculated bymultiplying the cost of labor per shift by
the total number of shifts to meet that particular demand for the year.
For example, using the current Line 2 and 3 capacity calculation for 1997:
Cost of Labor per shift = $18/hr x 8 hr./day x 14 operators
= $2016/shift
Since 1997 would require 343 shifts to meet the demand of 6.17 million bottles,
the cost of labor tomeet demand is then calculated to be approximately $691,000.
However labor costs will have to be adjusted for yearly inflation rate that we assume to be
4% for the following years. Also, themaximum number of shifts per year is assumed to be
600 shifts, hence no extra direct labor can be incurred beyond the
600th
shift. Table 3
reflects the calculations of direct labor in the current capacity situation up to year 2000
(Refer to Appendix A for complete chart of calculations through year 2005):
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Table 3
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000
Demand (thousands ofbottles) 6170 9500 1260 1880
Capacity (thousands ofbottles) 1080 1080 1080 1080
Days 114 176 233 348
Shifts 343 528 600 600.
Cost ofLabor/shift $2016 $2097 $2181 $2268
Cost ofLabor to meet demand $691,040 $1,106,560 $1,308303 $1,360,635
Total btls to be contracted
(thousands ofbottles)
-4630 -1300 1800 8000
Contracted - Price/1000 btls $298 $310 $322 $335
CONTRACT PACKAGING COST CALCULATIONS
Contract packagers that have complied with DuPont Merck's Quality Assurance
Auditing Program and have been approved by Quality Assurance include PACO Contract
Services in New Jersey and Packaging Coordinators Incorporated (PCI) in Pennsylvania.
Quotes were requested from both companies to provide contract packaging services for
bottles of 100 count, 75 cc HDPE bottle with 33 mm child-resistant closure. The finished
product shall resemble the current Cozaar and Hyzaar finished products packaged at
DuPont Merck (Refer to Appendix B and C for the Bills ofMaterial for Cozaar and
Hyzaar trade packaging).
The quote for PCI was more favorable than PACO's at $298 per 1000 bottles.
This will be the cost to package the product into the exact packaging configuration as
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described in the BOM. The cost does not include all packaging components as they
will
be supplied by DuPontMerck. Hence, the cost provided by PCI is their cost of labor to
produce 1000 bottles. Referring to Table 3, the total number of bottles to be contracted is
gathered by the subtraction of the total demand against the total current capacity of Lines
2 and 3 which is 10.8 million bottles. Hence, in 1997, a negative value is obtained since
the capacity is capable of exceeding the demand, whereas in 1999, contract packaging of
1.8 million bottles will be required. Note that the increase in the price of contract services
is adjusted by a yearly 4% inflation rate.
Given the above description, the yearly total cost for contract packaging can be
calculated given the current capacity situation ofLines 2 and 3 as shown in Table 4 (Refer
to Appendix A for complete chart of calculations through year 2005):
Table 4
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000
Demand (thousands of bottles) 6170 9500 1260 1880
Capacity (thousands of bottles) 1080 1080 1080 1080
Days 114 176 233 348
Shifts 343 528 600 600
Cost ofLabor/shift $2016 $2097 $2181 $2268
Cost ofLabor to meet demand $691,040 $1,106,560 $1,308303 $1,360,635
Total btls to be contracted
(thousands of bottles)
-4630 -1300 1800 8000
Contracted Price/1000 btls $298 $310 $322 $335
Total Cost - Contracted $0 $0 $580,170 $2,681,676
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From the results shown above, the use of contract packaging to meet the demands
for that respective year will incur a yearly cost to the Garden City site from 1999 onwards.
With the increase in demand, productivity in the manufacturing facilitymust be raised to
meet the demand, or the operating costs of the company will increase.
INCREMENTAL OPERATING COST
Operating cost of a manufacturing facility includes the amount of indirect labor
required to meet the demands (i.e., fixed head-count), and the operating expense of the
site. Operating expenses are expenses that a company incurs in order to do business and
they include such things as office supplies, safety glasses, protective gear for the
operators, maintenance of equipment, etc. Another operating cost that has to be
investigated for this study is the utility cost that is required to provide for the extra third
shift that the site will require since the calculations for the capacity studies are based on a
three-shift working environment.
The operating cost of both contract packaging and in-house packaging will
increase as a result of an increase in product demand. For example, as demand increases
every year, the site will have to hire more direct labor to support the increased activities.
More purchasing personnel may be required to purchase the related increase in
manufacturing and packaging components, or to
work on the contracts with the contract
packagers. More planners or schedulers may also be required as a result of the increase in
activities, and more quality assurance personnel will be needed to complete the auditing of
documentation related to each batch that were manufactured or packaged. These related
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costs and expenses to the company have to be calculated because they will have an impact
on the decision between the cost of contract packager and packaging in-house.
Several additional assumptions were made to calculate Incremental Operating
Costs (IOC). They are:
The average fixed labor cost is $60,000 with benefits included.
The operating expenses include expenses incurred by Packaging,
Warehousing and Building Services. The budget for 1998 has been
decided and is assumed to have no impact on the total operating cost.
Current utility cost on the site is based on twenty hours of usage.
Inclusion of a third shift will only result in a $20,000 per year increase
to
utilities.2
An inflation rate of 4% was used to calculate the
anticipated increase in utilities.
With the above assumptions, all related increases in the Incremental Operating
Cost for the current capacity situation are shown in Appendix D. Appendix D also
represents all incremental costs for other proposals . Referring to the chart, it can be seen
that two fixed headcount will be required to be added at the site in 1998 and another two
will be required every two years. The increase in headcount is only for activities related to
packaging (i.e., additional team leader for packaging, additional packaging operators,
quality personnel in packaging, warehousing
personnel to support packaging, etc.). Other
departmental needs on the site for headcount increases are not considered in this study.
In the current capacity situation, the increase in operating expense becomes
significant starting from the year 1999 because the packaging capacity of the site allows it




to support the additional demand for a portion of that year before contract packaging is
required. In the following years, the increase in operating expense is insignificant because
the site capacity is at its maximum, hence, there is no need for additional operating cost to
meet those demand as they will be absorbed by the contract packager and be included in
the Contract price per 1000 bottles.
From the calculations shown in Appendix D, the incremental operating cost is
added to the table as shown below in Table 5 (Refer to Appendix A for complete chart of
calculations through year 2005):
Table 5
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000
Demand (thousands of bottles) 6170 9500 1260 1880
Capacity (thousands of bottles) 1080 1080 1080 1080
Days 114 176 233 348
Shifts 343 528 600 600
Cost ofLabor/shift $2016 $2097 $2181 $2268
Cost ofLabor to meet demand $691,040 $1,106,560 $1,308303 $1,360,635
Total btls to be contracted
(thousands of bottles)
-4630 -1300 1800 8000
Contracted - Price/1000 btls $298 $310 $322 $335
Total Cost - Contracted $0 $0 $580,170 $2,681,676
Incremental Operating Cost(IOC) $0 $140,000 $290,800 $357,632
Given the table above, all significant cost has been considered to meet the
forecasted demands. There are other costs involved that were excluded such as the cost
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of shipping bulk tablet/capsule drums to the contract packager . Although these costs will
add to the unit cost per bottle, only the major cost factors are included in this study. For
example, the number of tablets in a drum may vary for the AIDs drug since studies have
not been completed for the storage and handling of bulk tablets. Therefore, it would be
helpful to keep inmind that the unit cost per bottle willmost likely be higher when
contract packagers are used to fulfill the demands.
LABOR COST PER UNIT BOTTLE CALCULATIONS
From the above calculations, the labor cost per unit bottle can be obtained to allow
the evaluation and comparison of the cost between contract packagers and other
alternatives. Since the study assumes that all activities prior to packaging (i.e.,
manufacturing) have been accounted for and are capable ofmeeting the demands; and that
all packaging component costs will still be required regardless of the alternatives chosen,
the most logical comparison that can be made between each alternative, is the use of labor
cost per unit bottle.
The total cost to meet the demand each year comprises of the cost of labor to meet
the demand for each year (i.e., the direct packaging labor), the total cost for contract
packaging each year, and the incremental operating cost (IOC) that is incurred every year.
This is the total cost to the site to meet the demand for the respective years. Hence, the
division of the total cost by the demand for that year will result in the labor cost per unit
bottle.
Cost/unit bottle = Total Cost Labor + Total Contract Cost + IOC
Demand
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Table 6 below shows the total cost per unit bottle (Refer to Appendix A for complete
chart of calculations through to year 2005):
Table 6
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000
Demand (thousands of bottles) 6170 9500 1260 1880
Capacity (thousands of bottles) 1080 1080 1080 1080
Days 114 176 233 348
Shifts 343 528 600 600
Cost ofLabor/shift $2016 $2097 $2181 $2268
Cost ofLabor to meet demand $691,040 $1,106,560 $1,308303 $1,360,635
Total btls to be contracted
(thousands of bottles)
-4630 -1300 1800 8000
Contracted - Price/1000 btls $298 $310 $322 $335
Total Cost - Contracted $0 $0 $580,170 $2,681,676
Incremental Operating Cost(IOC) $0 $140,000 $290,800 $357,632
Total Labor/Contract/IOC Cost $691,040 $1,246,560 $2,179,274 $4,399,943
Total Cost per Bottle ($) 0.112 0.131 0.173 0.234
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CHAPTER 5 - PACKAGING LINE INVESTMENTS
The investment of a packaging line is a critical decision that has to be studied
thoroughly by a project/packaging engineer. It is important that the person overseeing
such a project be given strong support from management, production, maintenance, and
vendors.3
Unlike buying a single piece of equipment, a packaging line include several pieces
of equipment thatmust work effectively together as a system; communicating and
controlling the speed of each other to provide the most efficient way of completing the
process. There are several factors and decisions that have to be made prior to scoping out
the cost of the packaging line:
Net production rate or speed must be calculated based on the expected
efficiency of the line so that the capacity calculations can be determined.
The finished productmust be presented. Very often, the final configuration of
the product will determine the success of the project or line installation.
Marketing involvement must be constant and any changes to the design of the
final package must be communicated immediately. Any change or delays in
developing the final package design will result in delaying the project and
increasing project cost.
A functional description of the process involving the lines must be written so
that all parties involved can work with the same document. This document is
W. Soroka. Fundamentals ofPackaging Technology, IOPP, Hendon, Virginia, 1995, p. 445.
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important because it allows multiple vendors to bid for the same equipment.
Unlike the engineering specification (which is a much more descriptive
document), this document allows the vendors to provide a good quotation for
the equipment that the project engineer will be investigating.
Another important factor, especially in the case ofGarden City, is space.
Where do you install this packaging line? In most pharmaceutical companies,
space is a limiting factor in the packaging area. Hence, the line must be
constructed with the space issue constantly in mind.
CALCULATIONS OF PACKAGING LINE SPEED AND CAPACITY
The most critical machine on the packaging line is usually the slowest equipment.
In the pharmaceutical packaging industiy, the tablet/capsule filler is generally the limiting
factor or equipment on the line. In the industry, the fastest tilling equipment is a Slat Filler
that is made by several manufacturers such as DT Lakso and Merrill-Stokes. The
maximum design speed of a Slat Filler is approximately 400 BPM based on a 100 count fill
with 20 bottles per
drop.4
From the filler, tire process of the packaging line will include a Capper, Induction
Sealer, Retorquer, Labeler, Outserter and a Bundler. Hence, given an average efficiency
of 85.8% on each individual equipment, the net output speed of the line can be calculated
by-5
4
Personal Communications, Technical Services Manager. DT Lakso, Bill Lawion.
Nov.'
')(,..
5 Tepli. P.. Hoe to Analyze Packaging Line Performance. IQPP. Heudnii. Virginia. 199.v
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Net Output Speed = 400 BPM x
(0.858)6
= 160 BPM.
From the formulas and assumptions obtained from the current capacity calculations in the
previous section, a net output speed of 160 BPM will give the following capacity:
1st and 2nd shifts: 160 BPM x 400min./shift x 2 shifts x 60% = 76,800 bottles
3rd shift: 160 BPM x 400min./shift x 1 shift x 40% = 25,600 bottles
From the above, if the line is designed with a net output of 160 BPM, it will have a
daily capacity of 102,400 bottles in a three-shift working environment. Hence, with the
assumption that there are 200 actual working days in the Garden City site, the total
maximum capacity for this line is approximately 20.5 million bottles/year.
Using the methods obtained from the previous sections for calculating the cost of
direct labor to meet demand (Proposal A will require ten operators to run the line, refer to
chapter 7), the cost for contract packaging services and the incremental operating cost, a
chart similar to Appendix A is obtained (Refer to Appendix E). This scenario or
alternative will be known as PROPOSAL A.
PROPOSAL A ALTERNATIVE
The major difference between the calculations for Proposal A and the Current
Capacity besides the huge increase in capacity, is the Incremental Operating Cost. Since
Proposal A allows the site to continually meet the demand to package up to 20.5 million
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bottles before seeking contract packaging assistance, the operating cost of the site will
have to reflect the increase in the expected productivity.
Referring to the chart in Appendix E, PROPOSAL A, the packaging line with one
filler, will allow the Garden City site to meet demands until the year 2000 and the need for
contract packaging will occur only beyond 2001. Although Proposal A provides for a
good solution, other alternatives that cater to die demand should be investigated
PROPOSAL B - ALTERNATIVE
In Chapter 3, Immediate Improvement Opportunities, the investment and project
on Line 3 to provide for the additional net speed and capacity of the line to meet the
demand for 1998 was discussed. The project will involve the replacement of a current
filler to a newer and faster filler. The old filler (which is also a slat tiller but much older
and less sophisticated) will be written off after the completion of Line 3 Project. However,
if the filler could be rebuilt to provide for the extra capacity, a minimum of $300,000
could be saved in the cost of a new filler.
This opportunity prompted an immediate investigation. A positive outcome






All of the vendors believed that the old filler could
be rebuilt to provide better controls and newer electrical technology; and improvements to
the machine would result in better compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
6
Personal Communications, Vice-President, Operations. DT Lakso. Jim
Hills. Jan. 9 ,
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regulations. The rebuilt machine will also be capable of providing a maximum design
speed of 200 BPM.
With a filler that could provide for amaximum design speed of 200 BPM, the net
output rate could then be determined as:
Net Output Speed = 200 BPM x
(0.858)6
= 80 BPM.
Proposal B is the combination of both fillers, the new high-speed filler with a
maximum design speed of 400 BPM'and the rebuilt filler with a maximum design speed of
200 BPM. Together, both fillers will be able to produce a net output of 240 BPM. In
addition, having a second filler with a separate fillroom on a packaging line will improve
the operating efficiency since one fillroom could be cleaned and changeover while the
other finishes the run for that particular product. Furthermore, the efficiency of the
machine will improve greatly from the oldermachines on Line 2 and 3. Hence, the
operating efficiency of the line on Proposal B will be greater than the 60% used for the
first and second shifts and the 40% for the third shift.
This study assumes that two separate fillrooms on the line will provide a minimum
improvement of 10% to 70% operating efficiency. Given this assumption, the capacity
calculation using the same formulas as the sections above will show the following:
1st and 2nd shifts: 240 BPM x 400 min./shift x 2 shifts x 70% = 134,400 bottles
3rd shift: 240 BPM x 400 min./shift x 1 shift x 46.6% = 44,736 bottles
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Again, from the above, it can be determined that if the line is designed with a net
output of 240 BPM, it will have a daily capacity of 179,136 bottles in a three-shift
working environment. Hence, based on the assumption that there are 200 actual working
days in the Garden City site, the totalmaximum capacity for Proposal B is approximately
35.8 million bottles/year.
Given the maximum capacity of Proposal B and based on the methods obtained
from the previous sections for calculations of the cost of direct labor to meet the demands
(Proposal B will also require ten operators to run the line, refer to chapter 7), the cost for
contract packaging services and the incremental operating cost, we obtain a chart shown
in Appendix F, which is similar to the chart in Appendix A.
From the chart, we have shown that a capacity of 35.8 million will completely
remove the needs for contract packaging to meet the additional demands. In addition,
comparing Proposal B to Proposal A, the unit cost of labor decreases by approximately
50% (e.g., from $0.108/bottle to $0.059/bottle in the year 2001). There are several
reasons for this decrease:
With a greater daily capacity in Proposal B, there is no actual need of
the packaging operations to go to a third shift since the maximum
number of shifts to meet demand in year 2005 is 486 shifts. This means
that packaging would only need another 86 shifts to meet the
maximum, which would not justify a complete third shift for the year.
Instead, management would be better off using
10-hour shift whenever
required to meet the demands.
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The additional capacity of Proposal B also mean that the productivity
per unit labor is much better because of the speed of the machines.
Without the need of a full third shift, the total incremental operating
cost (fixed labor, operating expense and utilities) will also decrease. As
a result of the decrease in IOC, the total cost of the bottles decreases.
PACKAGE DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION
During the determination ofpackaging line speed and capacity research, one has to
begin pursuing the package design and configuration of the products in question. Since
both Cozaar and Hyzaar are existing products, the package configurations were already
determined.
To determine the package configuration of the AIDs drug, the project engineers
will have to work with both Research and Development (R&D) scientists andMarketing
personnel. This is the stage where all changes have to be communicated to the project
engineer and vice-versa. For example, the requirements for desiccant on the AIDs
package have not been determined. Stability studies are held concurrendy and results will
not be known until amuch later date. The project engineers will have to consider this
addition to the package and the equipment thatmay be necessary to perform the function.
Hence, the project budget will have to include these requirements.
The package configuration that is determined will not be written in stone. R&D
will continue to obtain results that may require the package to change, Marketing may
request for special presentation of the drug either with additional literature information to
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educate patients or even the use of folding cartons. Hence, one of the methods that a
project engineer can use to account for these changes is the use of proper documentation
such as The Addition To The Line (ATL) Request.
The ATL request is basically a form that describes the packaging configuration of
a package. Unlike a Bill ofMaterial, which is used for current packages in production, an
ATL is a request to change a new product or an existing product. This request is
controlled by the Packaging Engineering Department. For instance, ifmarketing requests a
change, an ATL will be used to convey the intended change. The request will then allow
all affected departments such as Packaging Engineering, Site Engineering, R&D,
Marketing, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance to evaluate, review, comment and
approve before the decision to change is made. Once the document is signed off, the
individual departments will have the responsibility to assess the effect of the change and
make the necessary changes to their operations or documentation to allow the change to
be effective.
Once the ATL is formalized, the project can continue to scope out the necessary
equipment to perform the function that will provide the final packaging configuration to be
produced on the packaging line.
PROCESS DESCRIPTION OF PACKAGING LINE
Once the package design and configuration is determined, a process description of
the packaging line has to be
formulated and written. The purpose of writing the process
description is to provide an internal (within the site management) consensus on the
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different operations and equipment that will be required in the packaging operations to
produce the final packaging configuration for distribution and sale. The description
should be based on the best possible solution to the problems and have as little manual
operation as possible.
In this study, Line 6 will be designed to handle 75 cc and 150 cc HOPE bottles.
The primary products that it includes are all ttade packages of Cozaar and Hyzaar in the
75 cc container. Line 6 will also be capable of handling the 150 cc bottles for the
packaging of the AIDs product. The following is a brief process description of the line:
A Feed System capable of handling bulk supply of bottles will deliver
and transfer the bottles.
The bottles will be dumped into a Hopper where it will be elevated into
two Unscramblers for bottle cleaning and orientation.
The bottles will then be filled with desiccant, if required, by two
Desiccant Feeders.
Uiere will be two Fillrooms for the line. A discharge conveyor will
deliver the bottles from each unscrambler to the respective fillrooms
where the Tablet/Capsule Filler will fill the bottles to the designated
count.
Once filled, the bottles will converge to a single conveyor delivering the
bottles to a Capper.
A bulk supply of caps will be transferred from a Hopper to a
sorter/orienter which will deliver the caps to the delivery chute. The
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capper chucks will remove the caps from the delivery chute, place it
onto the bottle and apply the cap to the required application torque.
The filled and capped bottles will be transferred through a Bottom
Code Labeler for Lot Number and Expiration Dating during
Brightstocking ofpackaging runs.
The container/closure system will then be conveyed through a
Induction Sealer unit for caps with foil seals.
The sealed bottles will then proceed to a Retorquer unit to obtain the
specified removal torque for the container/ closure system.
The bottles will then be conveyed into a Labeler for application of the
labels and outserts onto the bottle.
The outserts will be randomly supplied in bulk into a Feeder which will
transport the outserts into the labeler for apptication onto the bottle.
Once the bottle is filled, capped, sealed, labeled and affixed with
outsert, it will be conveyed into a Bundler for collation of the bottles
to the desired pattern and then shrink-wrapped into bundles.
The bundles will be conveyed to a Print and Apply Labeler for the
bundle label to be printed and applied on top of the bundle.
The labeled bundles will be automatically placed into a Case Erector/
Packer where shippers will be erected to accept bundles and then
sealed with pressure sensitive tape.
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The shipper is then conveyed to a Print andApply Labeler for the
shipper label to be printed and applied onto the corner of the shipper.
The labeled shipperwill continue to an Ink Jet Printer for automatic
printing of the Revision Number and Sequential Shipper number.
The finished shipperwill then be conveyed into an Automatic
Palletizer for palletization of the shippers to the required pallet pattern.
The finished pallet will be conveyed to the Stretch-Wrapper to unitize
the pallet for shipping of the finished product.
With the process description above (Note that all equipment relating to the process
are in bold), investigation of the machinery required for the line can now begin. In
addition, the process description can be used as a guide in writing the Functional
Description of the line.
However, unlike Proposal A and B which are proposals derived from the
calculation of speed and total capacity of the line to meet the demands without regarding
the need of automation, the process description is actually another proposal that lists
automation of the line as its definition. For example, based on the package design and
configuration, Proposal A and B will require the automation of a packaging line to the
bundler, where the bottles are collated and shrinkwrapped. From the bundler, the process
description as shown above could be manual instead of automated (i.e., the bundle sticker
could be applied manually by an operator, the labeled bundle could be placed manually
into the manually labeled shipper, the shipper
would have to be erected, taped and
palletized manually, and the finished pallet could be manually stretch-wrapped).
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Hence, Proposal C is the proposal that requires the least number of operators on the line
since the process is fully automated. With this decrease in labor, the calculations for the
cost of direct labor to meet the demands (Proposal C will require five operators to run the
line), the cost of contract packaging services and the incremental operating cost have to be
shown. The chart in Appendix G shows the calculations for Proposal C.
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
The Functional Description (as shown in Appendix H) is a document that serves as
a preliminary specification for the requirements of the line. It is used to provide
prospective vendors and/or integrators the complete picture of the process and allow them
to understand the requirements of the project. Although it does not remove the need for
further communication with the vendors, the Functional Description provides a clear
objective of the project and allows the prospective equipment vendors the opportunity to
investigate the type ofmachine that they would recommend to meet the specified
requirements. From this document, quotation of the equipment and the timeline to build
the equipment should be provided by the vendors. Individualmachine capabilities should
also be assessed.
ASSESSMENT OF PACKAGING EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
In Proposal B, it was determined that the combination of the two fillers in
separate fillrooms will provide a maximum design speed of 600 BPM and a net line output
of 240 BPM. From the design speed of the combined fillers, the minimum design speed of
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the rest of the equipment on the line can be determined based on the assumption of 85.8%
efficiency for each piece of equipment. The minimum design speed of the equipment
downstream is actually based on the net output of the previous equipment.
Starting from the fillers at 600 BPM, the minimum design speed of each equipment
downstream is shown below in Table 7:
Table 7
EQUIPMENT DESIGN SPEED EFFICIENCY NET OUTPUT
FILLERS 6ti0 BPM 85.8% 515 BPM
CAPPER 515 BPM 85.8% 442 BPM
INDUCTION SEALER 442 BPM 85.8% 379 BPM
LABELER/OUTSERTER 379 BPM 85.8% 325 BPM
BUNDLER 325 BPM 85.8% 279 BPM
CASE PACKER 279 BPM 85.8% 240 BPM
Once the individual equipment's minimum design speed is calculated, the
functional description document can be used to hold preliminary discussion with
prospective vendors. It is also appropriate at this time to consider the need for integration
services to the project or other types of installation requirements and its related costs.
Integration is basically the action of pulling all the different equipment together to perform
the final objective of the packaging line (i.e., installation of the equipment into a system).
For example, a project of this size will normally require some type of installation services
since DuPontMerck is a pharmaceutical company and not an engineering company where
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resources are limited. Hence, it is imperative to determine the installation services which
is suitable and cost effective. The packaging industry has basically three choices of
integration services; Turnkey, Integrakey and Integration services.
In a Turnkey situation, the whole project is completed by the vendor of choice.
The company (DuPontMerck) seeking the integration services will basically leave all
decisions to the vendor. The vendor will engineer the whole project by selecting all the
equipment, write all the purchase and engineering (performance) specifications, provide all
the purchase orders, perform all checkouts of equipment, test them and assemble the final
configuration at the company's site. The company's function is to provide the cost of the
project This option should only be used when there is completely no internal resources in
the company to work on the project.
In an Integrakey situation, the vendor works as a team with the company's
project/packaging engineers to develop the purchase and engineering specifications for all
equipment to be utilized. The company (DuPontMerck) will place the purchase orders
for all the equipment and services. The vendor will participate in the checkouts along with
DuPontMerck before assembling the equipment for testing at the
vendor'
s site. After the
testing is performed (usually called Factory Acceptance Test, FAT) and approved by the
company, the vendor will then disassemble the equipment, ship it to the company's facility
and assemble the equipment to the final configuration. This option is best recommended
for projects of such scope because it combines the best use of company's resources with
the expertise of the vendors.
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The Integration option is used in smaller projects where only a partial line may be
installed or rebuilt In this situation, the company will be responsible for everything
involving the purchase of the equipment. The vendor will only be used to provide final
installation/assembly of themachines at the company's site. Although checkouts of the
individual equipment will be performed (by DuPont Merck's resources) prior to
installation, this option does not allow for testing of the equipment as a system before they
are integrated together. Hence, FAT test will not be performed.
The types of integration services should be evaluated and considered early in the
process The company should begin assessing and evaluating the individual equipment
which canmeet the minimum design speed and also perform the necessary functions so
that the best decisions could bemade regardless of which integration services is used.
There are too many ways to describe the decision making process in assessing
packaging equipment. Factors such as past experience with the particular equipment
brand or type; suitability of the equipment to the particular process; the ease of
changeovers or the cost of changeparts; accessibility to technical support or technicians
from the vendors during an emergency; the equipment safety (Occupational Safety and
Health Administration rules); and cleanliness (cGMP) features of the equipment; cost,
quality and reliability of the equipment. These factors andmanymore make the decision
particularly difficult. However, the major consideration should be the machine's ability to
meet the design speed criteria of the packaging line.
Before any final decisions on the equipment are made, there is one more problem
to investigate. This is the space limitation problem: Where do we install this line? For this
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project, the issues relating to facility expansion was actually investigated concurrently
with
all of the previous activities described. However, this portion of the project was the result
of the cooperation from all departments in the company; especially the company's
architect,Mr. Sterling Kline.
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CHAPTER 6 - FACILITY EXPANSION
CURRENT SITUATION
As discussed in the introduction, increasing activities in the Garden City site has
resulted in a space issue. The current packaging area consists of five packaging lines with
absolutely no room for expansion. The adjacent areas are occupied bymanufacturing
(compression and coating rooms), maintenance (boiler and parts room), labeling services
and warehousing. All of these operations are located in the basement of the site. There is
also no space available on the upper floors, which are occupied bymanufacturing
(weighing, mixing, granulation, rooms), quality control labs, clinical packaging (which is
part of the R&D division), and offices for all site personnel. All available space has been
reserved for the additionalmanufacturing and equipment required for the new AIDs drug.
Furthermore, the local zoning laws will not permit further expansion of the site.
The capacity issues and the alternatives available to the site forced the issue of
facility expansion to be investigated. This chapter will summarize the results of the facility
expansion study performed by the company's architect, Mr. Sterling Kline. Mr. Kline was
brought to the site from the corporate headquarters to work with facility and packaging




This project will not provide a complete description of the process in which the
final recommendation was made. It will provide a brief explanation of the outcome: _
Architectural expansion of the current packaging area was not feasible
due to the limited space that it currently faces.
The use ofmanufacturing andmaintenance area was also not feasible
because of two reasons ~ the manufacturing area will be needed to
support the extra capacity issues and the cost of relocating the boiler
room will be too prohibitive.
The labeling area was not feasible because label storage requires proper
environmental and regulatory conditions. The room is also too small
for any packaging line installation.
Currently, warehousing operations occupies approximately half the site.
In addition, there is a satellite warehouse approximately eightmiles
from the site that holds all long term storage (i.e., not required for
another two weeks) of rawmaterials and packaging components. The
warehousing space on the site is used for storage of finished goods and
staging ofmaterials required for the currentmanufacturing and
packaging operations. With the expected capacity increase, demand for
allmaterials will also be proportionately increased. Warehousing will
eventually be affected. Hence, the solution to the problem relating to
the expansion of the facility is to proceed with a complete satellite
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warehousing operation. This recommendation allows not only for the
expansion of the site for packaging operations but also for other uses
such as manufacturing space since the space currently occupied by
warehousing is significant. Staging area will still be available for
materials that will be needed for current manufacturing and packaging
operations.
The final result of the facility expansion study provides a packaging area in the
North-East corner of the building where the high-bay area of the warehouse currently
exists. The line will have a total length of approximately 190 ft; the width of the tine has
no significant impact on the area. However, there are concrete beams along each section
of the building that provide structural support to the building. The packaging line has to
be constructed with the length and the structural beam constraint in mind.
COST OF FACILITY EXPANSION
With the preliminary facility design provided by tire expansion study, facility
engineering was given the project of establishing a
final design for the new packaging area
and assessing the construction cost of the project. In addition, the
cost of all related
engineering systems such as utilities must be
included in die total cost of die construction
project.
Working with several construction firms experienced in die pharmaceutical
industry, the final design and bids for the project were submitted. The total cost of the
project as submitted from the construction company of choice, Jacobs Engineering,
is
between the range of $1.9 million to $2.3 million, depending on the proposal chosen.
Since the facility expansion/construction is required to satisfy the need for a new
packaging line, the total cost of this project will have to be included in the cost of the new
packaging line.
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CHAPTER 7 - TOTAL COST OF PACKAGING LINE INVESTMENT
As discussed in Chapter 5, there are many factors that determine the choice of
packaging equipment. Many vendors will have to be evaluated based on factors such as
speed, costs, quality, functionality, timeliness, service and size of their equipment.
Appendix I shows the costs breakdown of the packaging tine and other associated costs
such as capitalizable engineering services, travel (such as vendor visits, equipment
checkouts and factory acceptance testing), materials and components for equipment
testing, validation packages and integration services. Another important factor is the
number of operators (direct labor) required to operate the line.
Once a general idea of the type, cost and size of the equipment is determined, the
number of operators that will be required to run the line with each proposal can then be
evaluated.
From the information provided by the facility expansion study, the line layout for
the packaging area is achieved with the assistance of an integrator. In this case, the
integrator used was DT Lakso. The use of an experienced pharmaceutical integrator to
the layout of a packaging line is veiy important because of their expertise and experience
in the design and installation of pharmaceutical packaging lines for other companies.
Using the Functional Description document as the guide, the layout of Proposal C (the
fully automated line scenario), is shown in Appendix J.
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Using the fully automated line layout as a guide and the process flow charts of
each scenario as shown in Appendix K to N (Current, Proposal A, B and C) , the number
of operators required for each proposal can be evaluated together with the packaging line
supervisor. The following shows the number of operators that are required for Proposal A
andB:
# of Operators Process (Job Functions)
1 Floater - Supply bottles, desiccant and product to equipment in Proposal B.
2 ProposalA-l filler operator; 1 product filler.
Proposal B - 1 filler operator to both fillers.
1 Floater/operator - Supply caps, labels, outserts to equipment and run capper.
1 Operator - Labeler.
1 Floater - Supply shrinkfilms, shippers, pallets to process.
3 Operator - Manually label bundle, erect, label, tape and palletize shipper.
1 Operator - Remove finish pallet formanual stretch-wrapping.
Total 10 operators
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Proposal C will require:
# ofOperators Process (Job Functions)
1 Floater - Supply bottles, desiccant, product to equipment.
2 Operator- Fillers.
1 Floater - Supply caps, labels, outserts, films, shippers.
1 Operator - Capper, labeler and bundler.
Total 5 operators
COST BREAKDOWN OF EACH PROPOSAL:
From all the information gathered so far, the estimated cost of each proposal can
be broken down. This will also allow the comparison of all the different alternatives that
were investigated based on all the factors that were previously discussed. Furthermore,















FACILITY CONSTRUCTION $23 million
TOTAL $6.3 million
TIMELINE
As with any projects, the timeline or project schedule will have to be included into
the cost and decision making process since delays in a schedule will increase the cost of
the projects. Working with all the equipment vendors, and the facility engineer, a timeline
of the project was proposed based on the actual approval of the project and the alternative
chosen.
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The timeline has to include several factors such as:
The approval date of the project.
The time required for facility modification and construction.
The time required for all installation of engineering systems such as
utilities.
The clearance of the present warehouse for construction.
The time required for packaging equipment fabrication.
The time needed for all FAT test.
The time needed to validate the new packaging area.
The time required for equipment (engineering and packaging)
validation.
Using the above criteria as a guidance, the timeline of the project was developed
by all personnel involved in the Garden City site (packaging, engineering, validation, and
quality). It was agreed that the whole project could be completed within fifteen months
from the approval date of the project Hence, if the project is approved in September 15,
1997, production can begin on the new packaging line on November 30, 1998. Table 8
shows the project schedule.
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Table 8
Task Name Start Finish
1997 1998
Qtr2 Qtr3 Qtr4 Qtr1 Qtr2 Qtr3 Qtr4
Line 6 Project 7/15/97 11/30/98
~
Approve Cap. Auth. 7A5/97 9/15/97
^Issue P.O.'s 9/16/97 9/24/97
Facility Construction 10/1/97 5/29/98








, | 5/1/98 j 5/29/98
Line Assembly at Integrator \ 6/1/98 ! 6/26/98
Test Machines at Integrator 6/29/98 I 7/24/98
I ine Acceptance (FAT) Testing 1




Packaging Equipment Validation i 9/7/98 j 11/27/98
Handover 11/30/98 j 11/30/98 r
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CHAPTER 8 - JUSTIFICATION
There are many ways in which a company justifies the cost of investing in a
project equipment or employees. The most common methods are based on financial
analysis which provides a
'hard'
or visible savings and cost to the company. Justification
of projects could also be based on
'soft'
or invisible savings aldiough they are generally
harder to justify. The difference between the two types of savings is its tangibility. Can
the results be clearly seen?
Using Proposal B and C as examples, where both options will provide the same
speed and total capacity to the site and also meet the demands, the automation of the line
in Proposal C results in both types of savings. The reduction of labor from 10 operators
to 5 operators is a form of hard savings. One could actually measure if the savings were
achieved and hence the success of the project. In the
'soft'
savings, one could argue that
the automation of die process for manual packing, seating, palletization and
stretch-
wrapping provides better ergonomics to the operation of the line. Furthermore, it
provides the operators with a much safer working environment with less repetitive actions
being performed. Hence, due to the automation of the process, less work time injury may
occur. Since such savings could vary as it is based on the amount of injury time that might
result from the manual process, one can only provide the best estimate.
In this study, the financial analysis is based on tangible savings that one could
easily calculate with the help of the company's financial department. All information
gathered has to be compiled and analyzed to financially justify the proposals. In the
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previous chapters, assumptions were made to derive the total cost of labor, contract
services (if required), and the incremental operating cost of each proposal. Table 9
summarizes the yearly total cost that the Garden City site would have to bear in the
respective years to meet the demand as forecasted by marketing for each alternative
investigated.
Table 9
YEAR Current Proposal A Proposal B Proposal C
1998 $1,246,560 $970,093 $791,518 $672,399
1999 $2,179,274 $805,738 $538,619 $374,309
2000 $4,399,943 $1,333,790 $929,932 $674,966
2001 $5,684,318 $2,386,182 $1,300,599 $990,299
2002 $6,690,301 $3,273,554 $1,484,097 $1,132,049
2003 $8,078,796 $4,658,492 $1,763,794 $1,351,897
2004 $8,844,495 $5,293,379 $1,928,477 $1,484,239
2005 $9,594,108 $5,925,384 $2,077,017 $1,598,508
Total $46,717,795 $24,646,612 $10,814,053 $8,278,666
Using the table, the justification of the cost could be simplified. By comparing the
total cost of each proposal against the current situation, the use of contract packaging
services for a long period to meet die demands instead of expanding the current capacity
of the site becomes a costly decision. To fully justify the project and determine the best
alternative to the solution, a comparison of the savings against the cost to implement each
proposal has to be studied. This method of financial justification is very common in the
industry.
In this situation, most companies will compare the total costs of each proposal
against the current situation (i.e., the savings that will be obtained against the total project
cost of each proposal).
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For example, the savings that will be obtained by comparing the yearly total cost of
Proposal A against the current situation and the total project cost of the Proposal A to the
savings will be the numbers that will be used to financially justify the project.
Table 10
YEAR Current Proposal A Savings
1998 $1,246,560 $970,093 $276,467
1999 $2,179,274 $805,738 $1,373,536
2000 $4,399,943 $1,333,790 $3,066,153
2001 $5,684,318 $2,386,182 $3,298,136
2002 $6,690,301 $3,773,554 $3,416,747
2003 $8,078,796 $4,658,492 $3,420,304
2004 $8,844,495 $5,293,379 $3,551,116
2005 $9,594,108 $5,925,384 $3,668,724
Using the savings obtained in Table 10 and comparing the savings against the total
project cost of Proposal A ($4.9 million), the project could be justified by performing cash
flow analysis. This study will not explain the derivation of the cost flow analysis since
different companies uses different methods of analysis. However, based on a capital
depreciation for equipment of 8 years and 39 years for facility modification/expansion and
a Present Value of 12%, the Internal Rate of Returns for Proposal A is 32% with a
payback period of 2.5 years9. Hence, based on the financial analysis, Proposal A is a
favorable project.
Personal Communications, Financial Analyst, DuPont Merck Pharmaceuticals, Steve Kessler, Jun. "97.
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In most companies, the project justification of this project would continue to be
performed by comparing Proposal B and C with the current situation for savings followed
by the same cash flow analysis method to compare the savings against the total cost of
each proposal.
Due to management request and reasons that will not be disclosed in this study, the
financial analysis of this study was carried out by comparing the options (i.e., Proposal A
was compared against the Current situation, Proposal B against Proposal A, and Proposal
C against Proposal B). In addition, the costs of each proposal were broken down to show
the additional cost beyond Proposal A. For example, the implementation of Proposal B
will require an additional $525,000 to the total project cost of Proposal A. The table
below shows the costs breakdown of each proposal:
Table 1 1
PROPOSAL EQUIPMENT COST FACILITY COST TOTAL
A $3,000,000 $1,900,000 $4,900,000
B $400,000 $125,000 $525,000
C $600,000 $125,000 $725,000
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Since the total cost of Proposal A was not changed, the results of the cash flow
analysis as shown in the previous section remained the same. Again, using the same
financial assumption of capital depreciation for equipment of 8 years and 39 years for
facility modification/expansion and a Present Value of 12%, Table 12 summarizes the cash
flow analysis of each proposal:
Table 12
Comparison Project Cost Project NPV Internal Rate of Return Payback Period
A to Current $4,900,000 $3,993,706 32% 2.5 years
BtoA $525,000 $3,836,370 70% 2.9 years
CtoB $725,000 $305,496 21% 4.3 years
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CHAPTER 9 - CONCLUSION
This study has been an attempt to justify the cost of investing in a packaging line at
the Garden City site versus the cost of contract packaging. It will hopefully allow the
reader to gain a perspective of the different tasks that may be involved in a project of this
scope and also an opportunity to improve on the study. Assessing the current situation
and improving the current process or method of operation should be the first step taken
before investing too much time on such a project
Management has been made aware of the critical capacity situation that the site is
facing, and that immediate attention is required to allow the site to continue to operate
without increasing the cost ofmanufacturing and packaging of all the products in the site.
The impact of the new AIDs drug and the reliability of the forecast provided by Marketing
cannot be confirmed until the product is launched. However, die demands for Cozaar and
Hyzaar have continued to increase substantially in the last two years since their launch.
Hence, the increase in production demand is very real and it is the manufacturing site's
responsibility to meet the demand while keeping costs manageable.
Finally, as for the recommendation to the alternatives investigated, this study has
shown the following:
A third shift is required by the end of 1998 to meet projected demands.
Operators will have to be hired and trained several months prior to the
implementation.
The use of a contract packager will be required if no additional capacity
is added to the site.
The cost of contract packaging is not favorable compared to the cost of
any of the proposals to develop additional production capacity. Unit
costs will be reduced substantially as a result of implementing any of
the proposed alternatives.
The reliability of the current Line 2 is questionable and the possibility of
amajor breakdown or significant downtime on the line must be
acknowledged. Future production capacity may be adversely affected
if nothing is done to the line.
Proposal B provides the best Internal Rate of Returns with 70% and
also provides the capacity to meet demands.
Proposal C allows the reduction of direct labor on the line and hence
unit cost.
The timeline of this project is fifteen months from the approval date.
Any delay in the decision will affect the startup date of the project and
may also affect the cash flow analysis of the project.
This study proposes thatmanagement provide the funding required for the
installation of the line as shown in Proposal C. The investment will result in the ability of
the site to meet all anticipated demands through 2005. It will greatly reduce the unit cost
54
of the bottle and yet continue to provide for quality products using the least amount of
hand labor. It will allow management to delay the improvements required on Line 2 and
lower the risk of not meeting demands, and most importantly, it avoids the need for
contract packaging which greatly increases the manufacturing cost of the product.
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COZAAR* 50 MG TABLETS - 90
'
S













DESCRIPTION: Ninety (90) Cozaar 50 mg tablets packaged in a plastic bottle
with a plastic child resistant cap and labeled. Affix outsert to
back of bottle. Twelve (12) bottles shall be bundled, perforated
between sections and. labeled on 1/2 of bundle section. Twelve
(12) bundles shall be packed in a 2 x 2 x 3 configuration into a
labelled corrugated shipper.















Cozaar Tablet, 50 mg, Green, Teardrop
Bottle, 75 cc, White, Round, Quantum
Cap, 2-Piece C/R, Plastic/Plastic, 33/400








Tape, 2", Clear, Printed, Polypropylene
Sticker, Bar Code, Shipper
Pallet,
48"
x 40", 4-way. Heavy Duty
ALTERNAT.
0952-00* CozaanS Tablets, 50 mg, Bulk Drum
9330**








pallet in 10 shippers/layer, 3


























50-12.5 MG TABLETS - 90'S















50-12.5 mg tablets packaged in a plastic
bottle with a plastic child resistant cap and labeled. Affix
outsert to back of bottle. Twelve (12) bottles shall be bundled,
perforated between sections and labeled on 1/2 of bundle section.
Twelve (12) bundles shall be packed in a 2 x 2 x 3 configuration
into a labelled corrugated shipper.
















Tablet, 50-12.5 mg, Dark Yellow, Teardrop 90
Bottle, 75 cc, White, Round, Quantum
Cap, 2-Piece C/R, Plastic/Plastic, 33/400








Tape, 2", Clear, Printed, Polypropylene
Sticker, Bar Code, Shipper
Pallet,
48"















Tablets, 50-12.5 mg, Bulk Drum 0.0036
9330**









pallet in 10 shippers/layer, 3 layers high
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DuPontMerck Pharmaceutical Packaging Line 6
I. INTRODUCTION:
This specification prepared to present the requirements for a high speed packaging line and to
assist vendors in understanding the requirements of DuPont Merck. This document represents
the functionality required, not necessarily the implementation. Any changes, modifications,
deletions, exception, or interpretations must be approved by the DuPontMerck designated
project engineer.
We ask that you retain these specifications in your files as the specification will be required to
comprehend changes as they develop.
II. PROJECT OBJECTIVE:
The project objective is to package lot sizes of four million tablets or capsules into bottles, at
a net output of 180 bottles per minute. Tablet product count is 30, 90, 100 into 75 or 120cc
round bottle. The capsule product count will be 30, 60, or 90 capsules into 75 and/or 150cc
round bottles. The line shall be automated with the use of operators for monitoring, and
product supply.
III. SCOPE:
The scope of this document includes the specification of process, and process requirements.




DuPontMerckPharmaceutical Packaging Line 6
IV PROCESS:
Bottle Unscrambling
Bottles will come to the line in bulk, and automatically loaded into the machine hopper. The
bottles will be inverted, and rinsed by ionized air blast, orientated upright and delivered via
conveyor to the filling station.
Bottle Filling
The filling machine will fill with an accurate count for the specified quantity of product.
Following filling, bottles are conveyed to the capper.
Bottle Capper
The caps are brought to the line in bulk, and fed to the machine via bulk hopper. The
machine will place the cap onto the bottle to the specified removal torque.
Induction Sealing
The capped bottle will be inspected for foil and high or crooked caps. The bottle will then be
conveyed to the induction unit and inspected for proper seal.
Retorquing
The bottles will then be retorqued to the proper removal torque range.
Labeling)'Outserting
Bottles will be labeled with a pressure sensitive label. This label will require the date and lot
coded to be printed on the label. An outsert will be attached to the bottle. The label and
outsert will be inspected for the correct bar code. The label will also be inspected for correct
expiration date and lot code.
Bundling/Labeling
The bottles will be orientated in groups of 3 X 4 for the 75cc/120cc and 2 X 3 for the 150cc
bottles, and shrink wrapped. After wrapping, a label will be printed and apply to a bundle.
once on the bundle the label presence must be verified.
Case Packing/Labeling
The bundles will be packed into shippers, and the shippers tapped closed. A corner label
applied to the shipper, and the label presence verify. The shipper also will be coded with
Revision Number (REV. 00) and sequential numbering (0001-9999) before palletization.
Date: 6/3/97 Page 1
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V. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
This section describes the specific functional requirements for the equipment and its integrated
system. The vendor must comply with each of the following requirements:
A. Integration Requirements:
1. System must have the capability of a net output of 180 bottles per minute, at the end of
the line.
2. The integrator must design all equipment to the 180 BPM net output over an eight hour
shift.
3. The intergrator shall integrate all equipment with stainless steel raised bed conveyors.
4. The integrator shall incorporate variable speed control to ensure that the flow rate of
product through the line can be regulated minimizing accumulated product at each piece
of equipment.
5. The integrator shall assemble, wire, program, de-bug, and test run the line at integrators
facility for the specified line speed (180 BPM net).
6. The integrator shall dismantle and prepare all equipment for shipment and make shipment
arrangement.
7. The integrator must be prepared to receive, the crated equipment at DMPC Garden City
site and place the equipment in its respective location on the line.
8. The integrator shall then assemble, wire, program, debug, test, and assist in validation of
the line.
9. The integrator shall arrange to supply all documents necessary for training, startup, and
support for the system.
10. Equipment must be capable of running all configurations described in Section VI.
11. Working direction of the line is from left to right.
12. The integrator shall submit, with quotation:
Scaled line layout drawings
A gantt chart will all major milestones, and critical paths identified (assume P.O
issuance on June 2, 1997), and equipment completely installed and operational for
validation at DMPC Garden City site on April 2, 1998.
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B. Equipment Requirements
Bulk Feed: A feed system should automatically deliver, and dump bulk supply of 75cc,
and 120cc HDPE bottles into a machine feed hopper. The feed system must be capable of
three hours of production capacity, and provide notification when bulk storage remaining
falls below a predefined level. The bulk feed system must also be capable of retaining the
empty bulk container (Gaylord) that are leaving the feeding system.
NOTE: The feeding system shall be capable of being over-ridden if necessary for
dumping of bottles directly into the hopper to facilitate regular shippers of bottles that
are not supplied in bulk (Gaylords).
Bottle Unscrambler
Hopper: HDPE bottles dumped from bulk randomly into the floor level hopper. The
hopper capacity provides for 1 5 minutes of production for all sizes of HPDE bottles at
a rate of 360 bottles per minute. If a low level is reached a warning shall be given. A
hopper cleanout door provides for purging unused bottles from the previous run.
Ionized Air Rinse: All HDPE bottles fed from the hopper are ionized air rinsed. Here
a high velocity stream of ionized air is delivered to the interior of the inverted bottle.
Any loose particles in the bottle are ionized, eliminating their ability to adhere to the
inner surface of the bottle, and flow out of the bottle with the exhausting stream of
ionized air.
Discharge Conveyor: The orientor will rotate the bottle to an upright position for
delivery to the discharge conveyor. The discharge conveyor, while rnaintaining bottle
orientation, will deliver the bottles to the filler conveyor.
Conveyor Guide Rails: All guide rails are to provide quick change for the next bottle
size to be packaged.
Filler Conveyor: The filler conveyor provides for guiding the bottles through the tablet
filler. Transferring of the bottles to the tablet filler, with all necessary bottle controls are
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Tablet Filler: Tablets, capsules or caplets, for the designated product to be packaged, will
be randomly dumped from a bulk hopper into a feed hopper of the filler. The tablet filler
hopper, with auxiliary bulk shall have a capacity, or method of loading such that the
machine will not be starved for product. The filler shall be capable of filling various
counts of differing tablets, capsules or caplets. into various bottles. The necessary rate
shall be 400 bottles per minute at a count of 100 for tablets; 175 bottles per minute for #0
capsules. All bottles leaving the filler shall have 100% accurate count.
Capper: The capper will cap the 75/1 20cc with 33mm finish and 150cc with 38mm finish
HDPE bottles. The caps will all be screw type, plastic, plastic/plastic child resistant,
metal, metal plastic over cap child resistant caps. Bottles will be fed along the conveyor to
the capper bottle handling mechanism and maintained under the torque mechanism for the
capping operation. Release torque of caps shall be within the specified range. The capper
or the capper conveyor, must have a system to inspect and reject if necessary bottles with
high, crooked, and missing caps.
Floor Level Hopper: The caps will be loaded in a floor level hopper which has a
capacity for 1-1/2 hr supply time.
Hopper/Orienter: The caps are oriented and transferred to the cap track and to the
escapement While in the escapement, caps will be checked for the presence of the
correct innerseal liner, (Foam or Foil). Any cap found not to have this liner will be
rejected.
Induction Sealing: Foil seal capped bottles will require the system to verify that the bottle
remained in the sealing zone for a correct amount of time. For incomplete sealing, the
bottles in question must be removed from the line onto a reject tray, with verification.
Should the problem persist the bottle flow into the sealing station must be stopped.
Retorquer: After induction sealing all foil sealed bottles shall be retorqued to specified
release torque range.
Labeler: The labeler places pressure sensitive labels and outserts on all the above
mentioned bottles. The labeler will code each label with human readable lot number, and
expiration date on the label, for the 75/1 20cc bottles, two lot code/expiration date will be
required on separate faces of the label. The labeler shall be capable of running
continuously without stoppage while changing supply roll. It should be capable of




ID, core. The outserts will be provided
orientated from random bulk supply. The outserter shall run continuously for a minimum
of 2 hours without being re-supplied.
Date: 6/3/97 Page 5.
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Label Inspection Station: An inspection system will verify for the correct label and
outsert bar code on the bottle. The inspection system will also verify that the correct
lot code and expiration date are printed on the label. The labeler will have a default
state of reject unless all critical information passes the inspections. Confirmation of
rejected bottles will be required.
Bundler: The bundler will collate 75cc/120cc bottles in a 3 x 4 configuration and the
150cc in a 2 x 3 configuration. These configurations will be tightiy constrained with
shrink film. The bundle shall have a perforation splitting the bundle into halves.
Bundle Label Printer and Applicator: The label printer will print and apply a label
with human readable and/or bar code information to the top of the bundle.
Bundle Reject: Incomplete bundle (wrong count) and bundle without label must be
rejected.
Case Packer/Erecton The bundles shall be automatically placed into shippers. The
shippers shall be taped top and bottom with Pressure Sensitive tape from supply roll of
maximum
15"
OD. The case packer shall have a 30 minute supply of shippers, and require
no operator attention, other than loading of shippers.
Shipper Label Printer and Applicator: The label printer will print and apply a wrap
around corner label with human readable and/or bar code information to the shipper.
Shipper Printer: The shipper also will be coded with Revision Number (REV. 00)
and sequential numbering (0001-9999) before palletization.
Palletizer: The palletizer shall take the shippers, and load them in a defined pattern on a
skid . Once a Skid is fully loaded it shall be transferred from the load zone, to a stretch
wrap. Upon completion of wrapping, the completed skid will be transferred to a staging
area. An Operator will remove the completed skid from the staging area.
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VI. COMPONENT & PRODUCT PROPERTIES:









Product Ln(mm) Wd(mm) Tk(mm) Shape Color
Cozaar 25 mg 7.6 mm 4.7 mm 2.9 mm Tear drop Green
Cozaar 50 ms 9.35 mm 5.8 mm 3.55 mm Tear drop Green
Hyzaar 50/1 2.5 mg 11.1 mm 6.8 mm 4.25 mm Tear drop Yellow
C. Capsule
Product Size Color
Product A 100 ma 2
Product B 150ms 1
Product C 200 ms 0 elongated
D. Cap size, and type
Cap Dia(mm) Ht(in) Inner Seal
CR 33mm 0.666 Foam
CR 38mm 0.705 Foil
E. Bottle Label Sizes








Fold Dim (Ln x Ht): l-l/2"x
2"
G. Printed and Apply Labels
Bundle Shipper





























1 Bottle Feeder 150,000
2 Unscrambler A 150,000
3 *Unscrambler B 125,000
4 Desiccant Feeder A 55.000
5 Desiccant Feeder B 55,000
4 Filler A 450,000
5 Filler B 125,000
6 *Post Hoists 150,000
7 Capper 500,000
8 Bottle Ink Printer 30,000
9 Induction Sealer 30,000
10 Retorquer 25,000
11 Labeler 400,000
12 *Outsert Feed System 125,000
13 Bundler A 200,000
14 Bundler B 200,000
15 *Case Packer 200,000
16 ^Palletizer 150,000







23 Validation Packages 100,000
24 Installation/Integration 200,000
Total 3,990,000








Process Flow Chart - Current
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Process Flow Chart - Proposal A
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Process Flow Chart - Proposal B
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PROPOSAL B





















Process Flow Chart - Proposal C
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